Abstract
Introduction

48
Manual materials handling studies often measure hand forces to assess load magnitudes and/or to 49 calculate the related joint loads. In the laboratory, hand forces can be directly measured by 50 instrumenting objects to be lifted (Dennis and Barrett, 2002; Plamondon et al., 1996) . However, it is 51 not feasible to instrument every object to be lifted in the actual workplace. One alternative is to use 52 load sensing handles that workers use to lift boxes (Marras et al., 2010) , but this may influence the 53 natural movement pattern and still has limited applicability. Another option is to estimate hand forces 54 from object mass and hand motion, but this requires monitoring of when and what subjects are lifting 55 through laborious video observation methods (Coenen et al., 2011; Coenen et al., 2013) . 56
Because of the above limitations, we have previously proposed a method to estimate 3D dynamic hand 57 forces by calculating the difference between the ground reaction force (GRF) and the forces resulting 58 from the mass and acceleration of all body segments (Faber et al., 2013a) . As a proof of principle, the 59
performance of this method was tested using laboratory equipment: GRFs were measured using a 60 force plate (FP) and segment kinematics (accelerations) were measured using and optical motion 61 capture (OMC) system. Errors in the estimated hand forces were around 20N which was regarded 62 acceptable for assessment of spinal loading. 63
For application of this method in the actual workplace, GRFs and segment accelerations should be 64 measured using ambulatory measurement tools. In previous studies, we have examined the 65 applicability of measuring GRF using instrumented force shoes (FS) (Faber et al., 2009b ) and segment 66 accelerations using a full-body inertial motion capture (IMC) system consisting of inertial 67 measurement units (IMUs) (Faber et al., 2015) . In the present study, we evaluated the performance of 68 these ambulatory measurement tools for the estimation of 3D hand forces. Because gender 69 differences in anthropometry (de Leva, 1996) and lifting strategy ) might affect 70 system performance, both men and women were tested. 71
Methods
72
Eight male (age: 31±7years, mass: 77±13kg, height: 176±10cm) and eight female (age: 33±13years, 73 mass: 61±3kg, height: 166±5cm) subjects participated in the experiment that was approved by 74 institutional review boards of the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health and the Liberty Mutual 75
Research Institute for Safety. After providing written consent, subjects were equipped with all the 76 measurement instrumentation and calibration measurements were done (see following sections). 77
Subsequently subjects started the experimental trials in which they lifted/carried a 10kg crate (WxDxH: 78 33x33x28cm, of which the handles were positioned at 45 cm horizontal distance (handle height 25cm) 79 from the FPs that the subjects were standing on during the lifts (the black plates in figure 1 FTsensor had an IMU attached to it, to measure its orientation, such that the locally measured forces 117 could be rotated to the global coordinate system (Figure 2 ). Before the measurement each FTsensor 118 was calibrated using a FP (Faber et al., 2012) . 119 120 
Laboratory system (OMC + FP) 159
For the FP and OMC systems the global coordinate system was defined as follows ( 
Ambulatory System (IMC + FS) 195
The ambulatory system used GRFs measured by the FSs instead of the FPs. In order to rotate the local 196 forces measured by each sensor underneath the FSs to the global OMC coordinate system, forces were 197 first rotated based on the tilt angles measured by the attached IMUs. Subsequently, the forces were 198 rotated about the vertical, using the heading of the corresponding foot as measured by the IMC system 199 (of which the data were already aligned with the OMC data). Finally, 
Sources of error 289
One potential source of error in HF estimation is related to the measurement equipment. We 290 compared a fully ambulatory system (IMC+FSs) to state-of-the-art laboratory equipment. On average, 291 the laboratory equipment resulted in 30% lower HF estimation errors. To disentangle the errors due to 292 using FSs instead of FPs and using IMC instead of OMC, we also used the intermediate system 293
(IMC+FP). This showed that of the 30% error difference, about 20% was caused by using the FSs 294 instead of the FPs and about 10% was due to using IMC instead of OMC, leaving most of the error 295 (70%) unaccounted for. 296
It is important to realize that the HF errors will not only vary with the type of measurement system 297 used, but also with specific instrumentation within each type. For instance, errors in the laboratory 298 system were 3-4 N smaller than in a previous study, which used another type of FP and another version 299 of the Optotrac system (Faber et al., 2015) . 300
Besides measurement errors of the equipment used, another potential error source is that segment 301
CoM accelerations are not captured perfectly by motion sensors (IMUs and marker clusters), due to 302 skin motion artefacts and due to the fact that human body segments are not rigid. Also, mass 303 distribution and center of mass location in participants may differ from the anthropometric model 304 used to estimate these parameters, which may affect errors as well. Unfortunately, it is not possible to 305 find out how the remaining 70% of error is distributed over such error sources. 306 307
Limitations 308
Several limitations need to be considered. First, mostly young healthy subjects participated and motion 309 sensors were placed directly on the skin. HF errors might increase when there is more motion of IMU's 310 relative to the bone, such as in obese subjects or when IMUs are worn on top of clothes, as estimates 311 of segment CoM accelerations will be less accurate. 312
Second, because the ambulatory system relies on IMU orientations, which use the earth magnetic field 313 to determine their orientation about the global vertical (heading), the HF accuracy in the horizontal 314 plane, anterior-posterior and mediolateral HF (not the vertical HF), may be affected by magnetic 315 disturbances due to nearby metal objects or electromagnetic fields. In the present study, we 316 attempted to minimize these effects to determine system performance in an optimal situation. To 317 accomplish this, subjects started each measurement on a wooden platform. However, during the lifts 318 subjects moved through a magnetically disturbed volume with the FPs, but since these distortions 319 were temporary, the Xsens IMU fusion Kalman filters and KiC algorithm could compensate for these 320 disturbances. It is unclear how our ambulatory system will perform in an environment with more 321 continuous magnetic distortions. However, recent studies found that the Xsens system shows good 322 resilience against more continuous magnetic disturbances (Kim and Nussbaum, 2013 ; Robert-Lachaine 323 et al., 2017) and therefore, the effects of magnetic disturbances on HF estimation are probably 324 minimal. 325
Third, we only focused on lifting/carrying a 10kg crate from ground level. This initial crate location was 326 chosen because it results in high segment accelerations. Lifting from less extreme locations will 327 probably lead to smaller segment accelerations and therefore smaller HF errors. However, the system 328 performance still needs to be tested in other manual material handling tasks such as pushing and 329
pulling. 330
Fourth, our reference hand forces were not measured directly but calculated based on crate 331 kinematics and GRF data from a FP that the crate was lifted from. However, the accuracy of this 332 method was probably sufficient since the HF errors of the laboratory system (OMC+FP) were 333 comparable or even a bit lower than the HF errors found for the laboratory system in a previous study 334
where HFs were directly measured with an instrumented crate (Faber et al., 2013a) . 335
Fifth, we made use of a specific build-in body-model provide by the Xsens MVN software, which 336 compensates for the magnetic disturbances by the build-in Kalman and KiC algorithms and the body-337 model. Results may not generalize to other IMC systems. 338 Finally, the current method assumes that all the external forces are exerted by the hands (HF) and the 339 feet (GRF), as was the case during the experiment. In practice, subjects might also exert forces onto the 340 environment with other body parts, for example when leaning against a railing while lifting. In these 341 cases, our HF estimation method will calculate the sum of the hand and waist forces, but cannot 342 distinguish between these forces. 343 344
Conclusion 345
In conclusion, the current study showed that estimating hand forces using an ambulatory 346 measurement system, consisting of a full body inertial motion capture and instrumented force shoes, 347 resulted in hand force estimation errors from 10-27N. This error is regarded acceptable for the 348 assessment of spinal loading during manual lifting. Future studies should investigate the system 349 performance using a wider variety of tasks. 
